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How I am Integrating the Native American West Summer Institute in My Work 

The two week long institute was Life altering for me in a number of ways, given that I have deep 
ancestral roots on the Columbia Plateau. But also as an educator and writer in the American 
Indian studies, the material I was exposed to was invaluable to augmenting my knowledge base. 
I have implemented what I learned in two predominant areas (so far): 1) in my environmental 
issues class, and 2) in the manuscript of my forthcoming book As Long As Grass Grows: The 
Indigenous Fight For Environmental Justice From Colonization To Standing Rock (Beacon 
Press, April 2018). I outline both of these topics below. 

1. California State University at San Marcos 

I teach a course titled “American Indians and Environmental Issues” (AIS 240), a lower division 
general education course. One of the goals for my NEH Summer institute learning process was to 
integrate knowledge I gained about the Columbia Plateau into my syllabus for this class. I added 
a segment to the syllabus in which we covered the problems of dam building on the Columbia 
River, and used it as a comparative to talk about local river and water issues. I showed the film 
Celilo Falls and the Remaking of the Columbia River, and showed it side-by-side with a film 
called Once We Had a River, which details the history of land and water dispossession of 
Southern California Luiseño and Kumeyaay people. 

Students were assigned readings from Catherine Barber’s book Death of Celilo Falls and Chris 
Leise’s article, “Ken Kesey’s One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest: Damming the Columbia River 
and Traumatic Loss.” Both readings opened the space for a conversation on historic trauma as an 
aspect of environmental disruption caused by secular colonialism. 

Course Description: This course employs Native Ways of Knowing (tribally- and place-based 
knowledges) and Tribal Environmental Knowledge (TEK) to introduce students to the American 
Indian relationship to the natural environment and how this relationship informs American 
Indian spirituality, lifeways as they relate to tribal land tenure practices and stewardship 
obligations. The course focuses on contemporary threats to environmental resources, including 
energy development and climate change, for students to develop insights to analyze and apply 
American Indian values compared with western science in preservation of environmental 
resources, human impact (footprint) on the environment, and an analysis of American Indian and 
non-Indian solutions to restore balance between human-natural relations.  

Below is a section of the syllabus where I inserted our studies on the Columbia River dams, and 
slides from my Powerpoint lecture on the section. You’ll notice that water and rivers factor 
prominently in this segment, alongside issues about nuclear waste. Main concepts covered in this 
section were cultural sovereignty, sacred sites, and resource protection. 

Section 3: Modern Environmental  Conflicts and Crises (3 weeks) 

M 9/24 Film: A River Between Us 

 
  Readings:  



• All Our Relations: Native Struggles for Land and Life, chapter 5, “Nuclear 
Waste: Dumping on the Indians” (LaDuke) 

• “Tribal Cultural Self-Determination and the Makah Whaling Culture,” 
Robert J. Miller, in Sovereignty Matters (ed: Barker) 

 
W 9/26 Group 
   

Readings: 

• “Klamath Land and Life,” in Recovering the Sacred, La Duke 
• “Agua Caliente v. Coachella Valley Water District, et al,” 

http://www.narf.org/cases/agua-caliente-v-coachella/ 
• “Agua Caliente Water Rights Suit Heading to Supreme Court,” 

https://indiancountrymedianetwork.com/news/politics/agua-caliente-
water-rights-suit-heading-supreme-court/ 

 
Week 6 
M 10/1 Films: Celilo Falls and the Remaking of the Columbia River; Once We Had a 

River 

  Reading: 

• Death of Celilo Falls: Introduction (Barber) 
• “Ken Kesey’s One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest: Damming the Columbia 

River and Traumatic Loss” (Leise);  
• watch United By Water  

   

W 10/3 Lecture, Guest Speaker 

Reading:  
 

• San Luis Rey Water Settlement;  
• Fifty Year Legal Fight Ends; 
• Supreme Court Affirms Native American Treaty Rights to Harvest 

Salmon 

Week 7 
M 10/8 Group  

  Readings: 

• “Some thoughts on a Long-Term Strategy for Bears Ears,” Curley, in 
Edge of Morning, Keeler 

• Backpacking Utah’s Controversial Monument video 

http://www.narf.org/cases/agua-caliente-v-coachella/
https://indiancountrymedianetwork.com/news/politics/agua-caliente-water-rights-suit-heading-supreme-court/
https://indiancountrymedianetwork.com/news/politics/agua-caliente-water-rights-suit-heading-supreme-court/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/u4xc8dmozsnob10/UnitedByWater.mp4?dl=0
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/communities/north-county/sd-no-water-settlement-20170926-story.html
https://www.ecowatch.com/native-american-treaty-rights-to-harvest-salmon-2577431142.html
https://www.ecowatch.com/native-american-treaty-rights-to-harvest-salmon-2577431142.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FTqTWvc59o


• Bears Ears Through San Juan County Residents video 
• “What is Sacred?” Recovering the Sacred, LaDuke 

 
 
W 10/10 Group; Lecture 

  Readings: 

• “Salt, Water, Blood, and Coal: Mining in the Southwest,” in Recovering 
the Sacred, La Duke 

• “Listening to Natural Law,” chapter 1 in Original Instructions 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EooJ-Mj3TzE


 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

In addition to the AIS 240 class, I intend to incorporate some of my NEH learning into a course I 
am teaching next semester on traditional theological knowledge. 

2. The Book Manuscript 

I am including in this report material I added to my book manuscript that was directly influenced 
by my two weeks in the Institute. This exert is taken from a chapter called “The Complicated 
Legacy of Western Expansion and the Industrial Revolution.” When I attended the Institute the 
chapter had already been written. But I was able to add at least one paragraph after I came back, 
and submitted the final manuscript. That section as highlighted in red below. 

 

Damming Rivers, Damning Cultures 

 As the railroads were snaking their way across the continent, altering the landscape and 

disrupting Indigenous lives to build American economic and industrial infrastructure, engineering 

technology was also being put to service to harness the power of the continent’s rivers and watersheds. In 

the words of one historian,  

As the [nineteenth] century progressed, a consensus emerged on the need to exploit and 

manipulate water for economic gain. A stunning cultural transformation was taking place, a shift 



in people’s very perception of nature. By the latter part of the nineteenth century, it was 

commonly assumed, even expected, that water should be tapped, controlled, and dominated in the 

name of progress—a view clearly reflected in the law.i 

Dams were central to accomplishing those goals. They were designed for a variety of purposes, 

including flood control, water storage and delivery, and electricity generation as an integral part of the 

U.S. economy. But while dams were contributing to American prosperity, and at times provided benefits 

to Native communities (like jobs, and eventually economic development and recreation opportunities), 

their overall net effect in Indian country has historically been disastrous, particularly throughout the 

twentieth century. Those impacts range from population displacement to environmental disruption so 

extreme that subsistence livelihoods were eliminated, which in turn has reflected in negative health 

outcomes for tribal communities and ongoing trauma. The environmental effects of dams are well known, 

including the inundation of entire ecosystems, impacts on temperatures and changes in nutrient and toxin 

concentration in rivers, and increasing erosion and sediment deposition.ii Reservoirs created by dams 

encourage the proliferation of non-native invasive species, and large dams contribute to the extinction of 

indigenous species of fish, disappearance of birds, loss of forests, wetlands and farmlands, erosion of 

coastal deltas, and many other issues. Riverbed deepening (“incising”) can even lower underground water 

tables.iii Human communities are impacted by the decline in reliance on traditional food sources when 

fish species disappear (most notably salmon), as well as other riparian and wildlife food sources. The 

decreased reliance on traditional foods is directly related to increases in food-related diseases, such as 

diabetes.  

Studies show that population displacement has especially damaging consequences on children 

and the elderly, due to a lack of basic necessities for good health, such as shelter, food, water, healthcare, 

and loss of social networks.iv  Such was the case in the story of the Standing Rock Sioux, who 

experienced dramatic displacement as a result of the dam system created by the Pick-Sloan Act, which as 

the Dakota Access Pipeline controversy demonstrates, still has ramifications to this day. In some cases, 



displacement was irreparably calamitous, such as the O’Shaughnessy Dam which created the Hetch 

Hetchy Reservoir in Yosemite Valley in 1923. Already severely disrupted by the formation of the national 

park and the California genocide, the Ahwaneechee Miwok along with other regional tribal groups lost 

villages, food sources, sacred sites, and the center of their spiritual world.v In the 1930’s, as a result of the 

Bonneville and later the John Day, and The Dalles dams, dozens of  Nez Perce, Umatilla, Yakama, and 

Warm Springs families were relocated from at least three villages on the Columbia River with promises 

of new housing to replace those lost in the flooding—promises which as late as 2013 were never kept for 

some families.vi In New York, six hundred residents of the Seneca Nation were forcibly relocated to make 

room for the building of the Kinzua Dam in 1965. 

It wasn’t just displacement that environmentally disrupted Indigenous communities that dams 

caused. Waters were diverted, interrupting farming practices; ancient food sources were eliminated; tribal 

self-determination was compromised with dams built on treaty lands; entire ecosystems were altered, 

interrupting cultural practices and dividing families; trauma inflicted by the disruptions contributed to 

failing health conditions in tribal communities. Some of the largest and most damaging dams were built 

during the Public Works Administration, a New Deal program to combat poverty during the Great 

Depression, but at the expense of traditional Native lifeways and economies. In general, most of the dams 

that affect American Indians were built in the first half of the twentieth century, while the second half 

ushered in a movement to remove some of them. All told, the dam building era represents one seldom-

mentioned aspect of the U.S. cultural genocide against Indigenous peoples.  

Examples of tribal communities who were hardest hit still linger.  Perhaps nowhere were dams 

more destructive to Native lives and the ecosystems that supported them than in the Columbia River 

basin. More than sixty dams shape a profoundly remade landscape designed to serve human “progress” 

within the 1,214 mile long Columbia River watershed, in what has been called an “organic machine.”vii  

From British Columbia in the north to northern Nevada in the south, Idaho and parts of Wyoming in the 

east, and coast Salish territory to the west, the Columbia and her numerous tributaries have been put to 



work to advance post-industrial American capitalism, simultaneously drowning fisheries tens of 

thousands of years old and interrupting migrating salmon populations to the point of near-extinction. In 

this massive region there is no tribal nation that has not suffered devastating cultural impacts from the 

extensive damming, contributing to ongoing intergenerational trauma of the Columbia’s river people.viii 

On the Columbia Plateau ancient cultures connected to each other through a vast system of canoe and 

later horse-based transportation, were the last Indigenous people to be contacted by Europeans within the 

continental U.S. This meant that as long as they had their fisheries their cultures remained largely intact, 

even after colonization and the ceding of large swaths of land through the imposition of treaties, like the 

Yakama Treaty of 1855. The sudden loss of salmon-based economies and spiritual traditions was a 

seismic shock to the cultures and psyches of people who collectively call themselves salmon people. But 

because the history of the Columbia Plateau is one of the least-studied regions of the U.S., narratives of 

the “genius” of human innovation and technology still dominate and ancient Indigenous regional history 

continues as a footnote in mainstream historic narratives.   

Also noteworthy, the Coolidge Dam in Arizona contributed to water diversion problems that for a 

century impinged the farming abilities of the Maricopa Pima people, leading to starvation and, 

generations later, contributing to a dramatic diabetes epidemic. A series of dams on the Klamath River in 

Northern California has resulted in the near-extinction of salmon runs, severely interrupting the fishing-

based traditions of nations like the Yurok, Karuk, Winnemum Wintu, Shasta, and others. And two early 

twentieth-century dams, the Elwha and Glines Canyon dams permanently altered the watershed and 

blocked salmon and steelhead runs of the Klallam people who since time immemorial lived along the 

Elwha River in Washington State, and flooded the nation’s spiritual center.ix 
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